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ENSO AND CALIFORNIA HYDROCLIMATE PREDICTABILITY

THE CALIFORNIA WINTER 2016-2017

CALIFORNIA TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION VARIABILITY

Until recently, the El Nino – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) was considered a reliable source of
winter precipitation predictability in the western U.S., with a historically strong link between
extreme El Nino and extremely wet seasons. However, the 2015-2016 El Nino challenged our
understanding of the ENSO-precipitation relationship. California precipitation was near-average
during the 2015/16 El Nino, which was characterized by war sea-surface temperature (SST)
anomalies of similar magnitude compared to the extreme 1997/98 and 19982/83 El Nino events.
We demonstrate that this precipitation response can be explained by El Nino’s spatial pattern,
rather than internal atmospheric variability. We show that using the ENSO Longitude Index (ELI),
which captures the diversity of ENSO’s spatial patterns, we are able to better capture ENSO’s
teleconnections to the western U.S., compared to the traditional Nino 3.4 index. This research
provides evidence that ELI improves the value of ENSO as a predictor of California hydroclimate.

Storms in Winter 2016/2017 cumulatively brought large amounts of water to the Western United
States and ended a severe, multi-year drought in many areas. Precipitation totals were unusually
high during the November 2016 to April 2017 wet season and broke previous records in some areas;
there were numerous precipitation and flood related impacts, including unprecedented damage to
the emergency spillway of the Lake Oroville dam. That the winter 2016/17 was characterized by
ENSO-neutral conditions, given the broader context of climate change, this raises two questions:
could conditions during the season have occurred by chance, and are there long-term trends that
may have contributed to the unusual conditions. This study focuses on analyzing 100 years of in situ
meteorological observations in the Feather River Watershed that drains to Lake Oroville to
document which aspects of the season were unusual and whether there are trends that might be
making such unusual conditions more likely.
(Left) 2016/17 DJF (e) SSTAs,
(j) GPCP precipitation, (k)
precipitation WRF model
output, and (l) precipitation
global
model
output.
2016/17 was characterized
by ENSO-neutral SSTAs,
however, many regions in
California exceeded all-time
precipitation records. The
failure of the global model
to model the precipitation
response
of
2016/17
suggests the role of internal
atmospheric variability

Two or more spatio-temporally co-located meteorological extremes (co-occurring extremes) place
far greater stress on human and ecological systems than any single extreme could. This was
observed during the California drought of 2011-2015 where multiple years of negative
precipitation anomalies co-occurred with positive temperature anomalies resulting in California’s
worst drought on observational record. Using California wintertime (Nov-Apr) temperature and
precipitation, we apply a novel conditional kernel density estimation method to uncover the
large-scale drivers of California temperature and precipitation co-variability. We demonstrate the
high degree of spatial heterogeneity and nonlinearity of ENSO teleconnections to California. In
addition, we show that, among the indices considered in this study, the large-scale circumglobal
wave number 5, described by the dipole index, is the only large-scale mode of variability that
forces simultaneous positive temperature and negative precipitation anomalies in California.

(Above) DJF SST anomalies for
(b) 1982/83, (c) 1997/98, (d)
2015/16.
Despite
SST
anomalies of comparable
magnitude, the 2015/16 El
Nino failed to drive an
extremely wet winter in
California thereby breaking the
much relied upon “canonical”
California ENSO-precipitation
relationship.

(Right) Oceanic Nino Index
(ONI) (x-axis) vs the ENSO
Longitude Index (ELI) (y-axis).
Red circles denote ENSO
Modoki events. The physically
based ELI successfully separates
the extreme El Ninos of
1982/83 and 1997/98 from the
2015/16. ELI shows how truly
extreme 83/98 were and should
not be considered canonical.

(Above) DJF precipitation observations/global
model output, for (a)/(e) ELI strong El Nino,
(b)/(f) Nino 3.4 strong El Nino, (c)/(g) ELI
strong La Nina, and (d)/(h) Nino 3.4 strong La
Nina. Strong El Nino’s as defined by ELI exhibit
a greatly enhanced precipitation response in
California compared to Strong El Nino’s
defined by Nino 3.4 index.

(Below) ELI minus Nino 3.4 differences in
Integrated Vapor Transport (IVT) (colored
shading) and 250 hPa height anomalies for (a)
Strong El Nino and (b) Strong La Nina. The
physically based ELI (red/blue) circle tracks the
center of tropical deep convection. Strong El
Nino defined by ELI (a) shows a convective center
far to the East disrupting the global atmosphere
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(Above) Non-parametric conditional probability
density functions (PDFs) for wintertime (a)
precipitation, (b) temperature, (c) temperature
and precipitation for Climate Division 1 all
conditional on the ENSO phase (colors).
(f),(g),(h) as in (a),(b),(c) but for Climate Division
6. (i) The SSTA pattern characteristic of the P90
Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) (yellow colors ->
El Nino conditions), and (j) as in (i) but for P10
MEI values -> La Nina conditions. ENSO response
in California is highly heterogenous and
demonstrably non-linear.

(Below) As above, but all PDFs are conditional
on the dipole index, which measures the
strength and phasing of the quasi-stationary
circumglobal wave number 5. This large-scale
mode of variability was the predominate driver
of the persistent and recurrent ridging pattern
that drove the dry conditions experienced in
California from 2011-2015. This was the only
large-scale mode that resulted in both cooccurring negative precipitation and positive
temperature anomalies thereby exacerbating
drought conditions.

(Left) Potential temperature at
2km (left ordinate), Oroville
watershed averaged potential
temperature during precipitation
events
(black
stars)
and
Precipitation (right ordinate) for
winter 2016/17. Red shading
indicates
snow
inhibiting
conditions while blue indicates
snow conducive conditions. The
vertical dashed line indicates the
day Oroville dam was overtopped
(Below) (a) Wintertime 250 hPa height anomalies corresponding the P10 dipole values (troughing),
(b) as in (a) but for P90 dipole values (ridging), (c) wintertime IVT anomalies corresponding to the
P10 dipole values, (d) as in (c) but for P90 dipole values, (e) wintertime temperature anomalies
corresponding to P10 dipole values, and (f) as in (e) but for P90 dipole values. Taken together
panels (d) and (f) show how the circumglobal wave pattern leads to co-occurring negative
precipitation and positive temperature anomalies in California. The anticyclonic circulation
depicted in (b) results in a weakened wintertime stormtrack with decreased moisture transport
that terminates before reaching the west coast. Simultaneously circumglobal midlatitude warming
results and is confined by the Jetstream acting as a large-scale waveguide.

(Right) Season-averaged 2km
potential temperature during
precipitation events (blue
curve, left ordinate) and the
number of cold to warm
transitions per season (orange
dots, right ordinate). Cold to
warm storm transitions are a
good proxy for rain-on-snow
events. It is virtually certain
that the trends in both
quantities are positive.

(Right) Precipitation observations
for the continental US (CONUS)
for (a) Nino 3.4 Strong El Nino,
(b) ELI Strong El Nino, (c) Nino 3.4
Strong La Nina and (d) ELI Strong
La Nina. For both El Nino and La
Nina events, when defined using
ELI, precipitation responses for
both phases of ENSO are better
captured. This is because ELI is
able to uniquely capture and
describe the inherent nonlinearity and asymmetry in ENSO
resulting from the non-linear
convective response to SSTAs.
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(Right)
Event
average
precipitation (x-axis) vs event
duration for all storms
affecting the Oroville Lake
watershed (gray dots) and
storms occurring during the
winter of 2016/17 colored
dots. (Inset) Cumulative
precipitation, Event Rank,
and Return Interval for the
storms of 2016/17 affecting
the Oroville watershed. No
event of 2016/17 was
unusual
and
statistical
resampling reveals that a
winter as wet as 2016/17
would occur by pure chance
every 16-45 years.

(a)

(Left) Trends in various intensity
and duration related quantities
over the 1918-2017 period from
the GHCND dataset, using a
variety of statistical models.
Quantities in the trend column
show the mean and 5-95%
confidence interval for the
trends, and the ”P” column gives
the posterior probability that
there is a non-zero trend of the
same sign as the mean trend.
Likelihood
statements
are
determined using the IPCC
likelihood classification scheme.
It is very likely that the number
of storms affecting Oroville
watershed
per
season
is
increasing while their duration is
decreasing.

(Left) Weather Research Forecast (WRF)
model output (27 km horizontal
resolution) for DJF Snow Water
Equivalent (SWE) percent of normal for
(a) Nino 3.4 Strong El Nino, (b) ELI
Strong El Nino, (c) Nino 3.4 Strong La
Nina, and (d) ELI Strong La Nina. Unlike
precipitation, SWE shows a more
complicated relationship to ENSO
phases. In the greater Pacific
Northwest, SWE is generally enhanced
during La Nina. During El Nino SWE is
enhanced in the in the intermountain
west as well as in the Sierra Nevada.
The ambiguity in the SWE signal is likely
due to the additional temperature
dependence of snow pack.
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Key Points

Key Points
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• California is highly sensitive to the diversity of El Nino’s spatial patterns.

• Winter 2016/17 had a somewhat unusual combination of moderate
precipitation events in the Lake Oroville watershed that were driven by internal
atmospheric variability and could have occurred by chance every 16-45 years.

• We introduce a novel statistical method to quantify how large-scale modes of
variability control the joint statistics of temperature and precipitation on which
key quantities to California such as drought and snowpack critically depend.

• Strong ELI-based El Nino events drive a substantial increase in the probability
of extremely positive precipitation anomalies over the entirety of California.

• 40-day maximum precipitation accumulation appears to be increasing, as does
the seasonal number of transitions between storms with snow-conducive and
snow-prohibitive temperatures.

• The circumglobal wave number 5 was the only large-scale mode of variability
found to simultaneously drive both positive temperature and negative
precipitation anomalies thereby exacerbating drought conditions.
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